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to think to find you at 6am. rncovid19 qc english 2019-02-14 supermodel 2 b. english subtitleDuring a Monday night special broadcast, Fox News host Sean Hannity revealed that the nickname "Deplorables" — which Hillary Clinton dubbed Donald Trump's supporters — has become synonymous with the term "racist." The hashtag #Deplorables
was born out of Clinton's accusations that supporters of the Republican nominee were racist and bigoted. However, some have expressed doubt about the legitimacy of using the term "racist" to describe so many conservative Americans who hold firm views on issues like crime, immigration and the size of government. The reason many don't
hold these views? Many of them are white, and many are not. And it's not just Clinton. Many liberals have turned the word "racist" into a negative judgement. One famous example is when Clinton supporter and Rep. Maxine Waters (D-Calif.) recently said she liked Clinton because of her "judgment." In response to the controversy, Hannity
revealed how damaging the term "Deplorable" has become. "This was the last straw: The deplorables. It was the 'deplorables' tag at the 'depression era' that came to represent 'racism,'" Hannity said. "So what did Hillary do? She used it as a cutesy, cool, hip, finger-in-the-wind, hip mom-jeans, hipster, sophisticated, fashion-forward term of
derision." But Hannity's comment isn't the first time the "deplorables" tag has been used as the latest euphemism for "racist." In 2012, the Huffington Post claimed the "deplorables" tag was "used to label people who support Mitt Romney. " Earlier that year, the term also was used in a Daily News article. And in 2011, Daniel Halper of The

Weekly Standard dubbed the "Deplorables" label "creepy," before the term was used by Hillary. The liberal media has also mocked the Trump supporters' viewpoints on Twitter. For example, MSNBC host Chris Matthews said that the "deplorables are racist." During the final presidential debate, Clinton said the "basket of deplorables" would be
Trump's "backyard." If the "deplorables" tag turns out to be as damaging as Hannity claimed,
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